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WindoW
Magic

Window Magic has brought about new winds of change in the uPVC industry. With its use of uPVC 
material, Window Magic has set new standards in this industry by creating sturdy at the same 
time visually appealing products. The company, set up in 2002, offers uPVC windows and doors in 
various colorsoptions, insect screen and glass solutions. The products offered, effortlessly meet 
the needs of residential spaces, offices, schools, hotels

W indow Magic is in association with the 
world’s largest uPVC profiles manufacturer, 
Profine Group of Germany. The company 

operates under the brand name of Kommerling. 
The myriad products offered by Window Magic 
comprise of casement windows & doors, tilt & turn 
windows, sliding windows & doors, designer window, 
conservatory, slide & fold doors and lift & slide doors. 
The company also boasts of an impressive clientele 
that comprises large corporations such as Reliance, 
Reserve Bank of India, Red Tape, Radisson, Havells, 
Dalmia, India Gate Basmati, Lava, Prestige& Brigade. 

TAKING SUCCESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL
The uPVC windows offered have numerous advantages 
over other materials such as wood and aluminum. 
They are weather, noise and heat resistant. So you can 
enjoy the beauty of your surroundings without getting 
drenched in the rainy season or sweating during 
summers. They also provide effective insulation 
during winters and also significant heat inflow during 
summers. When it comes to Window Magic products, 
age is just a number. The products continue to have 
the same look and feel for years. Also they don’t need 
heavy maintenance. A simple cleaning once in a while 
does the job well. Apart from being cost-effective and 

low maintenance, they are also highly acoustic. They 
act as a superb barrier for outdoor noise. Since all 
Window Magic products undergo similar stringent 
manufacturing process and are compliant with the 
latest national and international standards of quality, 
their quality cannot be doubted.  Already known for 
their durability and rigidity, the uPVC products are 
strengthened with galvanized steel that superlatively 
enhances their safety and security.

When it comes to uPVC windows & doors, the right 
selection of glass is very important. A right selection 
of material for your windows and doors is important 
so that you can bask in the comfort of your home. The 
selection of the right type of glass depends on factors 
such as insulation requirement (climatic conditions), 
the sound insulation requirement (surrounding 
environment conditions) and safety requirements. 
The type of glass materials which you can choose 
from are plenty. Window Magic provides glass options 
such as float/annealed glass, tinted glass, reflective 
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glass, tempered glass and laminated glass.  With 
Window Magic windows and doors, you will never run 
out of enough color options to complement your walls 
and furniture.   Window Magic offers a wide range of 
colors to match your décor needs. Their major four-
color scheme includes; Eiche Dunkel (Dark wooden), 
Nussbaum V (American Oak), Sapeli (Mahogany) 
and Cherry Blossom. They also provide several other 
popular color schemes which can be supplied on 
customers’ order.

Window Magic draws a majority of customers from 
India. Some particular factors have been incorporated 
to make the products adaptable according to the Indian 
climate. Therefore all products are weather resistant 
with stylized finish, UV stabilized; weld strength & 
wind load, air filtered and water penetrated along 
with a usable case. 

Under the leadership of Mr. Manjit Bansal, Window 
Magic continues to progress and innovate. The success 
of Window Magic is reverberated by the fact that today 
it is one of the most trusted and preferred brands in 
the industry. With its commitment to delivering well, 
Window Magic has gained the trust of its customers. 
Window Magic is being led with Mr. Bansal’s visionary 
attitude of tackling every tough situation that comes 
in the way. The highly skilled and professional team of 
Window Magic serves its customers quality products. 
With the current pace of growth of Window Magic, it 
will be no surprise when the company soon establishes 
another new benchmark in the industry.

TOUR DE FORCE
•	 Window	Magic	is	one	of	the	most	
trusted	brands	in	the	industry.

•	 Every	product	launched	by	Window	
Magic	reflects	that	it	is	an	epitome	
of	innovation.

QUANTUM LEAPS
•	 Window	Magic	is	the	initiator	of	
uPVC	in	India	which	manifests	its	
remarkability.

•	 This	firm	is	an	exemplar	of	innovating	
state-of-the-art	technologies	and	
its	utmost	implementation.


